The year is 2011. An oil-hungry world is starving... and Argentina, with Russia's help, is determined to... this brazen act of international piracy, Great Britain dispatches a battle fleet to the islands for the second time in... the biggest Special Forces assault group assembled since Vietnam--is sent in to free the captive... The American Eagle confronts the Chinese Dragon with the balance of world power on the line. Failure is not an option... General Ravi Rashood, leader of the world's most vicious terrorist organization -- and he has found his ultimate weapon:... that can fire land-attack guided missiles from below the ocean's surface, it is invisible to all pursuers and virtually... The enemy from within... Iranian-born British Commando Major Ray Kerman was a rising star in the SAS -- until he... determined to employ his brilliant talents and training in the destruction of those he once swore to protect, he is now... and experimental medical procedure. So when Mack is asked to help assassinate Foche, his hand is forced... His reward: a... In order to save a life, he must take one... When Navy SEAL Mack Bedford's fellow officers are brutally killed by Iraqi... resulting in his expulsion from the Navy. He learns that the Diamondheads... willing to use whatever deadly force is necessary to shift the power structure of the world's oil giant for a guaranteed... -- between France's most able commander... and General Ravi Rashood, the Middle East's most virulent terrorist. The... Rashood, accompanied once again by his wife, the Palestinian Shakira, explodes Mount St. Helens. Morgan knows something... Hamas--has hatched a diabolical plot against the West: to fire a nuclear-tipped guided cruise missile--Scimitar SL-2--into... United States Admiral Arnold Morgan, the retired National Security Adviser, and the Pentagon know it's not a joke when... He learns that the Hamas... Scimitar SL-2 The story line was great. Fast paced and very descriptive. However, the short making left me feeling unch... when did this happen? I mean, did you read anything before you wrote this... It's not a book about the events that... just what kind of book is this? Does it have a story or is it just a... Scimitar SL-2: Amazon.co.uk: Robinson, Patrick, Molinari, A., Valpolini, P. (ISBN: 9788850213702) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.